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We study the infinite U Hubbard model with one hole doped away half-filling, in triangular and
square lattices with frustrated hoppings that invalidate Nagaoka’s theorem, by means of the density
matrix renormalization group. We find that these kinetically frustrated models have antiferromag-
netic ground states with classical local magnetization in the thermodynamic limit. We identify the
mechanism of this kinetic antiferromagnetism with the release of the kinetic energy frustration as
the hole moves in the established antiferromagnetic background. This release can occurs in two
different ways: by a non-trivial spin-Berry phase acquired by the hole or by the effective vanishing
of the hopping amplitude along the frustrating loops.
Itinerant magnetism has proved to be an elusive sub-
ject in condensed matter physics, since itinerant and lo-
calized aspects of electrons need to be taken into account
on equal footing. The single-band Hubbard model, orig-
inally proposed to describe metallic ferromagnetism [1],
has also been associated with antiferromagnetism of ki-
netic exchange origin close to half-filling. While virtual
kinetic processes favor antiferromagnetism, it is a rule
of thumb to link real kinetic processes with ferromag-
netism [2]. However, there exist only few exact results
ensuring the existence of itinerant ferromagnetism [3, 4].
Among them, the most renowned is Nagaoka’s theorem
[3], which assert that the saturated ferromagnetic state
is the unique ground state when one hole is doped on the
half-filled Hubbard model with infinite U Coulomb re-
pulsion. Furthermore, a connectivity condition must be
fulfilled for the validity of Nagaoka’s theorem: the sign of
the hopping amplitudes around the smallest closed loop
of the lattice must be positive, otherwise the hole ki-
netic energy will be frustrated and the saturated ferro-
magnetic state will no longer be the ground state. Ki-
netic energy frustration is a quantum mechanical phe-
nomenon without classical analog, easily understood in
certain tight-binding models where an electron can not
gain the full kinetic energy −z|t|, due to quantum inter-
ferences [5, 6]. This kind of frustration has been consider-
ably less studied than the magnetic one, although recent
works indicate that its effects may lead to rich physics,
such as, robust superconductivity in strongly repulsive
fermionic system [7] and spontaneous time-reversal sym-
metry breakings [8], among others [9, 10].
In a seminal work, Haerter and Shastry [7] have found
a 120◦ antiferromagnetic Ne´el order as the ground state
of the U =∞ triangular lattice Hubbard model when the
hole motion is frustrated (t > 0), uncovering a new mech-
anism for itinerant magnetism. In this Letter, we further
characterize this kinetic antiferromagnetism and we de-
scribe its microscopic origin, analyzing generic kinetically
frustrated electronic models for which, in the limit of in-
finite Coulomb repulsion and one hole doped away half-
filling, the Nagaoka’s theorem is not valid. In particular,
we study the ground state of two Hubbard models: one
on the triangular lattice with a positive hopping term,
and the other on the square lattice with positive second-
neighbor hopping term. Using the density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) [12, 13], we find in both cases
that the ground state has antiferromagnetic order: 120◦
Ne´el order for the triangular lattice and the usual (π, π)
Ne´el order for the square lattice. Surprisingly, we find
that the local staggered magnetization becomes classi-
cal (saturated) in the thermodynamic limit. This result
can be thought as the almost-perfect antiferromagnetic
counterpart of the Nagaoka ferromagnetism; the differ-
ence is that, as the local staggered magnetization does
not commute with the SU(2) invariant Hubbard Hamil-
tonian, classical antiferromagnetic states can not be the
exact eigenvectors for finite lattices. Based on a simple
slave-fermion mean field [14], we propose a mechanism re-
sponsible for the kinetic antiferromagnetism: if the hole
were moving on a ferromagnetic background on these lat-
tices, its kinetic energy would be frustrated. However,
when moving in certain antiferromagnetic background,
the hole can release its kinetic energy frustration by, de-
pending on the system, acquiring a non-trivial spin Berry
phase or having zero hopping amplitude along frustrating
loops. As the Coulomb repulsion is infinite, no exchange
interaction exist, being the stabilization of antiferromag-
netism of pure kinetic origin.
Hubbard model and DMRG. —We study the Hubbard
model, H = −∑〈ij〉σ tij (cˆ†iσ cˆjσ + H.c.) + U∑i nˆi↑nˆi↓,
where we use the usual notation, and 〈ij〉 denotes pairs
of neighbor sites connected by the hopping parameters
tij . From the outset, we take U = ∞. We study the
Hubbard model on two lattices with frustrated kinetic
hole energy: the triangular lattice with positive t and the
square lattice with nearest t1- and positive next-nearest
neighbor t2 hopping terms. In the latter case, we choose
t2 = t1 > 0 as a generic point with kinetic frustration.
We take t = t1 = 1 as the energy unit.
To solve the Hubbard model we apply DMRG on lad-
ders of dimension Lx×Ly (see Fig. 1 in [15]), with up to
2Ly = 6 legs and Lx = 15 rungs. We choose clusters that
are compatible with the antiferromagnetic orders found
in this work. This means that we take an even number of
legs, Ly, for both lattices, and an even (multiple of 3) Lx
for the square (triangular) lattice. We consider cylindri-
cal boundary conditions with periodic wrapping in the
rung direction, and open boundary conditions along the
legs. Comparing results obtained with clusters of differ-
ent number of legs, we find that the clusters with Ly = 6
give a correct description of the two-dimensional sys-
tems. A similar conclusion has been reached previously
on square ladders [16]. We have kept the truncation error
less than O(10−7), assuring that errors of the DMRG are
smaller than symbol sizes in each figure.
We have also consider the inclusion of a weak pinning
magnetic field (B = 0.1t) acting only on a single site,
at the lower left-hand end of the clusters [16], or on one
magnetic sublattice. In previous works [12], the purpose
of the small magnetic field has been to pin possible mag-
netic order, in order to reduce the computational efforts
by computing the average value of the local spin instead
of correlation functions, optimizing the truncation error.
In our work, the inclusion of the weak magnetic field will
allow us to highlight the classical character of the ground
states.
Static Magnetic Structure Factor. —To detect the ex-
istence of magnetic order, we compute the static mag-
netic structure factor with DMRG for both lattices,
Szz(k) = 1
N
∑
ij〈Szi · Szj 〉e−ik(ri−rj), where N = LxLy
is the number of sites in the cluster, and i, j run over
all sites. In the inset of Fig. 1(a) we show an inten-
sity plot of Szz(k), for a triangular cluster with Ly = 6
legs and N = 90 sites. For positive t, Szz(k) exhibits
two sharp maxima at the momenta Q =
(
4pi
3 , 0
)
and
Q∗ =
(
2pi
3 ,
2pi√
3
)
, corresponding to a three-sublattice 120◦
Ne´el order. As these peaks diverge with increasing clus-
ter size, the ground state exhibits a long-range order 120◦
magnetic pattern. This result has been obtained previ-
ously by Haerter and Shastry[7], diagonalizing an effec-
tive spin Hamiltonian on smaller clusters, up to 27 sites.
Note that as we are working in the extremely correlated
limit, where the exchange interaction driven by virtual
kinetic processes vanishes, J = 0, the magnetic order
can only have its origin in the hole motion. On the other
hand, as the triangular Heisenberg model has the same
120◦ Ne´el order in its ground state [17, 18], for finite U
(J > 0) and low doping, there is a synergy between real
and virtual kinetic processes, that leads to the strength-
ening of the 120◦ Ne´el order respect to the half-filled case
[5, 6].
For negative t (not shown in the figure) the magnetic
structure factor has a sharp peak at k = 0, while it van-
ishes for all other momenta. This result correspond to a
fully polarized ferromagnetic ground state, as predicted
by the Nagaoka’s theorem.
In the inset of Fig. 1(b) we show the magnetic struc-
ture factor for the U =∞ Hubbard model on square clus-
ters with Ly = 6 legs and N = 84 sites, for t2 = t1 > 0.
Here, there is a marked peak for the magnetic wave vec-
tor Q = (π, π), corresponding to the usual two-sublattice
Ne´el order. If we relax the infinite U condition, the ki-
netic exchange interactions would favor a collinear anti-
ferromagnetic order, characterized by the magnetic wave
vector (π, 0) or (0, π), so there will be a competition
between real and virtual kinetic processes, resulting in
magnetic incommensuration and phase separation [5]. In
agreement with Nagaoka’s theorem, for t2 < 0 the ground
state is the saturated ferromagnet.
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FIG. 1: (color online) Local magnetization versus 1/
√
N for
(a) U = ∞ triangular Hubbard (triangles) and Heisenberg
(circles) models, without magnetic field (open symbols) and
with a magnetic field B = 0.1t applied to one sublattice (solid
symbols); (b) U = ∞ square Hubbard model with first- and
second-neighbor hopping terms (t1 = t2 = 1), without mag-
netic field (open squares) and with a magnetic field B = 0.1t1
applied to one sublattice (solid squares). Dashed lines: classi-
cal local magnetization. Insets: Intensity plot Szz(k) for the
(a) triangular and (b) square models. Darker color indicates
larger magnetic structure factor. QAF = (
4pi
3
, 0) and (pi, pi)
for the triangular and square lattice, respectively.
Local magnetization. —Once computed the magnetic
structure factor, we can get the order parameter for the
antiferromagnetic order, the local staggered magnetiza-
tion Ms =
√
1
N
∑
α〈
(∑
i∈α Si
)2〉 [21], where α denotes
the magnetic sublattices. The cluster-size dependence of
Ms for the U = ∞ triangular Hubbard model is shown
in Fig. 1(a) (open triangles), along with the local mag-
netization of the triangular Heisenberg model (open cir-
cles) for comparison. The dashed line indicates the clas-
3sical local magnetization, Ms,classic =
1
2 − 12N , corrected
by the presence of the hole uniformly distributed (as is
confirmed by the DMRG calculations). Surprisingly, Ms
is very close to the classical value, even for small clus-
ters, and it reaches this value in the thermodynamic limit
(Ly = 6, Lx → ∞). On the other hand, in the Heisen-
berg case, strong zero-point quantum fluctuations lead to
a drastic reduction of Ms [18], and due to the quasi-one
dimensional character of the clusters, Ms extrapolates to
0 [12, 15]. One possible reason for the classical character
of the magnetic order is that the effective spin model,
obtained after integrating the hole degree of freedom,
contains effective long-range interactions (see Eq. 3 in
Ref [7]) that may favor the classical ordering, like in the
Lieb-Mattis model [22].
As we can see in Fig. 1(a), Ms for finite size clus-
ters does not take exactly the classical value. The Hub-
bard Hamiltonian is SU(2) spin rotational invariant and
it does not commute with the antiferromagnetic order
parameter; consequently, its ground state can not break
this symmetry for finite systems. Instead, it is expected
that the finite size ground state is a singlet, and that,
only in the thermodynamic limit, there can be a sponta-
neous SU(2) symmetry breaking driven by the collapse
of many low lying states onto the ground state [17]. The
existence of a tower of states for the U = ∞ triangular
Hubbard model has been confirmed in Ref. [7]. We argue
that the small departure of the order parameter from the
classical value is related with the singlet character of the
finite size ground state, and not with zero-point quan-
tum fluctuations that reduce the order parameter like
in quantum antiferromagnets. Pictorially, the finite size
ground state can be thought as a linear combination of
several classical antiferromagnetic states lying in differ-
ent planes. To strengthen this picture, we apply a small
uniform pinning magnetic field, B = 0.1t, in one sub-
lattice only (if we apply the magnetic field in only one
site, the difference is quantitatively small, of only a few
percent). Fig. 1(a) shows Ms for the Hubbard model
with the magnetic field applied (solid triangles) and the
same for the triangular Heisenberg model (solid circles).
It can be seen that in the Hubbard model now Ms be-
comes classical, because the magnetic field select one of
the classical orders that compose the finite-size ground
state. On the other hand, the magnetic field increases
Ms of the Heisenberg model, but there remains strong
zero-point quantum fluctuations.
Fig. 1(b) shows Ms for the Hubbard model on the
square lattice, with (solid squares) and without (open
squares) an applied uniform magnetic field in one sublat-
tice. The same behavior as in the triangular case is found:
the local magnetization is close to the classical values
when B = 0, being enough to apply a small B = 0.1t to
pin one classical magnetic ground state.
Energy scale.—For the triangular lattice, the extrap-
olated ground state energy is −4.178 ± 0.001, in agree-
ment with the value obtained in [7] (−4.183 ± 0.005),
while for the square lattice the extrapolated value is
−4.848 ± 0.001. In order to quantify the energy scale
of the kinetic antiferromagnetism, we match the effect of
the hole motion to an effective nearest-neighbor antifer-
romagnetic Heisenberg interaction, Jeff [7, 23], resulting
Jeff ≃ ∆e ≡ (EF −EAF )/N , this is the energy difference
per site between the fully-polarized ferromagnetic state
and the antiferromagnetic ground states. We have found
that Jeff ≃ 1.15/N (Jeff ≃ 0.7/N) for the triangular
(square) lattice, for large N.
Release of the kinetic frustration. —Now we trace back
the origin of the kinetic antiferromagnetism by means of
a comprehensive mean field approximation. To this end,
we use the slave-fermion Schwinger-boson representation
of the projected electronic degree of freedom in the t− J
model, the strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model.
Here, we give a brief description of the mean field ap-
proach (see Supplemental Material for the details [25]).
In this representation, the projected electronic operator
is written as c˜iσ = b
†
iσfi, a composition of a Schwinger
boson biσ, that account for the spin degrees of freedom,
and a spinless slave fermion fi, that describes the charge
sector. This representation is replaced in the t−J Hamil-
tonian, resulting Ht−J = −
∑
〈ij〉 2tij
(
FˆijBˆ
†
ij + h.c.
)
+
Hbos where we have defined the SU(2) invariant operator
Bˆ†ij =
1
2
∑
σ b
†
iσbjσ, related with ferromagnetic correla-
tions between sites i and j [2], while Fˆij = f
†
i fj describes
the hole hopping amplitude. Hbos is a bosonic term that
represents the spin fluctuations due to the Heisenberg
term, and it vanishes when J → 0 [14]. After a mean
field decoupling, we get HMFt−J =
∑
k εfkf
†
kfk + H
MF
bos ,
where the hole kinetic energy dispersion takes the form
εfk = 2
∑
R tRBR cosk ·R (R are the relative position
vectors of the sites connected by tR).
In the one hole case, the ground state energy of the
system corresponds to the bottom of εfk. This energy
dispersion is tight-binding like, with the hopping terms
tR renormalized by the ferromagnetic mean-field param-
eter BR : tR → teffR = tRBR. The presence of the B’s pa-
rameters has two consequences: i) on one hand, the hop-
ping terms are renormalized as in the double-exchange
mechanism [13], teffR ∼ tR cos ϕR2 where ϕR is the angle
between the spins separated by vector R; if the spins are
antiparallel teffR vanishes; ii) on the other hand, the renor-
malization can give rise to a non-trivial spin Berry phase
for non-collinear orders, encoded in the BR’s signs and
associated with the solid angle subtended by the spins on
a closed loop [25].
When the system is kinetically frustrated, these two
features of the hopping renormalizations act releasing
the hole kinetic energy frustration as the hole moves
through certain antiferromagnetic patterns. Now we de-
scribe how this release works in the triangular and square
lattice cases. Triangular lattice: for the ferromagnetic
4state all B′s parameters are equal to S = 1/2, conse-
quently the hole motion is frustrated for t > 0. On the
other hand, in a 120◦ Ne´el order the parameters B(±1,0)
become negative and the others remain positive since
BR ∼ Ms cos QR2 [2]. These negative B’s turn upside
down the hole dispersion, releasing the kinetic frustra-
tion of the hole motion. Notice that the flux of the B’s
parameters in a closed loop is the solid angle subtended
by the magnetic order, and consequently it is associated
with the spin-Berry phase detected by the hole (see Sup-
plemental Material for details [25]). Square lattice: in
this case, when t2 > 0 the hole motion in a ferromag-
netic state is frustrated. However, in the (π, π) Ne´el or-
der the vanishing of the effective first-neighbor hopping
terms, due to their antiparallel spins [13], removes the
frustrating loops, releasing the kinetic frustration.
We remark that, at the mean field level, the 120◦ Ne´el
((π, π) Ne´el) state is degenerate with the ferromagnetic
one in the triangular case with t > 0 (square lattice
with t2 > 0). The reason for this degeneracy is that,
although the hole motion through the antiferromagnetic
states is not frustrated, there is a hole dispersion band-
width reduction due to the hopping renormalizations [25].
So, strictly speaking, the mean field numerics does not
show the stabilization of the kinetic antiferromagnetism
over the Nagaoka’s state. However, after considering
the combined effects of quantum interference and strong-
correlation physics beyond the mean field approximation
(like our DMRG predictions), the actual kinetic antiferro-
magnetism emerges. Despite the mean field discrepancy,
we strongly emphasize that the mean field approach al-
lows to find one of the main ingredient of the kinetic an-
tiferromagnetism, that is, the release of the kinetic frus-
tration.
Using the insight we gained from the mean field ap-
proach, we can predict the appearence of this novel ki-
netic antiferromagnetism phenomenon in other kineti-
cally frustrated systems, like the anisotropic triangular
lattice and the t1−t2 square lattice with t2 6= |t1|. Prelim-
inary DMRG results show the ubiquity of kinetic antifer-
romagnetism in these systems (see Supplemmental Mate-
rial [25]). Furthermore, we remark that the kinetic anti-
ferromagnetism mechanism is completely different to the
exchange one, and in general the ground state selected
by this itinerant mechanism does not have to be neces-
sarily the classical ground state of the related Heisenberg
model. In this context, in particular, the U =∞ kagome´
Hubbard model with one hole doped and t > 0, may be
a promising candidate for the search of unconventional
kinetic antiferromagnetism physics [25].
Finally, if we lift the condition of infinite U, it is pos-
sible to study the synergy between real and virtual ki-
netic processes, in order to highlight the crossover from
the Heisenberg regime, governed by the exchange interac-
tions, to the kinetic antiferromagnetic one, governed by
the kinetic energy. In Fig. 2 we show the local magnetiza-
tion of the ground state 120◦ Ne´el order of the triangular
t − J model predicted by the mean field approach and
DMRG [30], as a function of J/t for doping δ = 0.0185.
There is fairly good qualitative agreement between both
methods, and for larger values of J/t the order parameter
is close to the Heisenberg value calculated within each ap-
proach, MMFs,Heis ∼ 0.275 [29] and MDMRGs,Heis ∼ 0.205 [12],
while Ms increases with decreasing J/t, until it reaches
the classical value for J/t→ 0 in both methods.
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FIG. 2: Local magnetization Ms of the triangular t−J model
as a function of J/t for doping δ = 0.0185. The solid line
corresponds to the mean field Ms, the open circles to the
DMRG results, the dashed line is to aid the eye. The arrows
indicate the J = 0 and Heisenberg Ms limits.
Conclusions. —Using the density matrix renormal-
ization group, we find that classical antiferromagnetic
ground states can be realized in extremely correlated
electronic systems with frustrated kinetic energy. In par-
ticular, we study the U = ∞ Hubbard model, with one
hole doped away half filling, on the positive t triangu-
lar lattice, and on the square lattice with positive second
neighbor hoppings. We also propose a mechanism re-
sponsible for this kinetic antiferromagnetism, that is, the
release of the kinetic energy frustration driven by, de-
pending on the system, the spin-Berry phase acquired by
the hole while moving around an antiferromagnetic back-
ground, or the vanishing of the effective hopping ampli-
tude along the frustrating loops. This new mechanism for
itinerant antiferromagnetism is quite ubiquitous for one
hole doped away half filling in kinetically frustrated lat-
tices [25], being also relevant in more general situations,
like finite U regime and low doping cases, as the mean-
field results seem to indicate [5]. It is worth noticing
that recent experiments [28] were able to generate gauge
fields which induce frustrated motion of ultracold bosons
in triangular optical lattices, opening up the possibility to
observe related kinetic antiferromagnetism phenomena.
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6SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Here we present the slave-fermion mean-field results for the t− J model with J = 0, that allow us to interpret the
physical origin of the kinetic antiferromagnetism found numerically with the DMRG method.
SLAVE FERMION MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION
First, we briefly introduce the slave-fermion mean-field treatment [1] of the t− J model,
HˆtJ = −
∑
iRσ
tRˆ˜c
†
iσ
ˆ˜ci+Rσ +
1
2
∑
iR
JRSi · Si+R, (1)
where the sum
∑
iR is over all the i sites of the cluster and all the R neighbors connected with i by the exchange
interaction JR and hopping term tR. The t − J model is the strong coupling U/tR ≫ 1 limit of the Hubbard
model, with JR = 4t
2
R/U , and it is written in terms of the projected electronic operators,
˜ˆciσ ≡ cˆiσ (1− nˆi−σ) , with
nˆi−σ = cˆ
†
i−σ cˆi−σ, forbidding the electronic double occupancy at each site. For U =∞, JR = 0, and both models are
identical.
The projected electronic operators can be represented in term of Schwinger bosons bˆiσ and spinless fermions fˆi :
ˆ˜ciσ = fˆ
†
i bˆiσ. (2)
This replacement, together with the constraint ∑
σ
bˆ†iσ bˆiσ + fˆ
†
i fˆi = 1 (3)
at each site i, is a faithful representation of the original Fermi algebra. The spin can be written in terms of the
Schwinger bosons as Si =
∑
σσ′ bˆ
†
iσ~σσσ′ bˆiσ′ , where ~σ is the vector of Pauli matrices, while the slave fermion fˆi
corresponds to the charge (hole) degree of freedom.
We replace (2) in the t− J Hamiltonian (1) and we obtain
HˆtJ =
∑
iR
tRFˆiRBˆ
†
iR +
1
2
∑
iR
JR
[
: Bˆ†iRBˆiR : −Aˆ†iRAˆiR
]
, (4)
where we have defined the singlet SU(2) operators Aˆ†iR =
1
2
∑
σ σbˆ
†
iσ bˆ
†
i+R−σ and Bˆ
†
iR =
1
2
∑
σ bˆ
†
iσ bˆi+Rσ [2], while
FˆiR = fˆ
†
i+Rfˆi. AˆiR (BˆiR) is related with the antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) correlations between sites i and i+R,
while FˆiR represents the probability that a hole hopes from i to i+R.
Hamiltonian (4) involves quartic terms in slave operators, and thus we appeal to a mean-field decoupling [2] in order
to solve it approximately. Also, we approximate the local constraint (3) by its average over all the lattice, enforced
by a Lagrange multiplier λ. The resulting mean-field Hamiltonian is
HˆMFtJ =
∑
iR
tRB
∗
RFˆiR +
∑
iR
tRFRBˆ
†
iR +
∑
iR
JR
2
(
BRBˆ
†
iR −ARAˆ†iR +H.c.
)
+ λ
∑
iσ
bˆ†iσ bˆiσ + µ
∑
i
fˆ †i fˆi +Cte. (5)
To obtain this expression we replace the bilinear operators Aˆ, Bˆ and Fˆ by its (real) averages, assuming a translational
invariant solution. Also, we introduce the chemical potential µ to control the hole doping δ. After transforming to
the Fourier space, we get
HˆMFtJ =
∑
k
εfkfˆ
†
k
fˆk +
∑
k
[
εbk
(
bˆ†
k↑bˆk↑ + bˆ
†
−k↓bˆ−k↓
)
+ iγk
(
bˆ†
k↑bˆ
†
−k↓ − bˆ−k↓bˆk↑
)]
+Cte., (6)
where the hole dispersion is
εfk = 2
∑
R
tRBR coskR+ µ, (7)
while γk =
1
2
∑
R JRAR sinkR and εbk =
∑
R
(
tRFR +
1
2JRBR
)
coskR+ λ.
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FIG. 3: Slave-fermion mean-field energy per site as a function of doping for 120◦ Ne´el, ferromagnetic, and the collinear stripe
order, for J = 0 and t > 0 in the triangular lattice.
Now we have a quadratic Hamiltonian (6), that can be straightforwardly diagonalized by means of a Bogoliubov
transformation of the Schwinger bosons to new bosonic operators αˆkσ’s [3]:
HˆMFtJ =
∑
k
εfkfˆ
†
kfˆk +
∑
kσ
ωbkαˆ
†
kσαˆkσ +Cte., (8)
where the boson dispersion is ωkσ =
√
ε2bk − γ2k. Finally, the mean field parameters AR, BR, and FR can be computed
in a self consistent way [3].
The mean-field Hamiltonian (8) approximates the complicated t − J model by two one-body terms: a fermionic
tight-binding-like one, describing the motion of holes, and a bosonic term, corresponding to the spin fluctuations of the
system. It should be noticed that both terms are interdependent, as the hole dispersion depends on the ferromagnetic
parameter BR while the bosonic dispersion depends on FR, providing a coupling between the charge and spin degrees
of freedom.
Once we obtain the mean field Hamiltonian, it is a simple task to calculate the ground state physical properties of
the system as a function of tR, JR, and hole doping, δ. In particular, the existence of magnetic order is manifested in
the Bose-Einstein condensation of the bosons at k = ±Q/2, where Q is the magnetic wave vector [4]. In Fig. 2 of the
manuscript we show the mean field local magnetization of the triangular t− J model as a function of J/t, in order to
illustrate the ordering effect of kinetic antiferromagnetism in this lattice. In a future publication [5], we will present
a detailed study of the mean field phase diagram of the t− J model on the triangular and square lattices. Hereafter,
we report the mean field results for the special case of interest in this work, that is, J = 0.
RESULTS FOR J = 0
For J = 0, the γk factors vanish identically, consequently Hamiltonian (6) is already diagonal and there is no need
of a Bogoliubov transformation. Instead, it is imperative to condense the Schwinger bosons, in order to satisfy the
averaged constraint (3). Considering Bose condensation at different momenta k = ±Q2 , we can calculate the energy
of magnetic phases (if the phases are locally stable, that is, they satisfy the self-consistent mean-field equations)
characterized by different magnetic wave vectors Q’s. In particular, for the triangular lattice and t > 0, we evaluate
the energy of the ferromagnetic phase (Q = (0, 0)), the 120◦ Ne´el order (Q = (4pi3 , 0)), and a collinear stripe order
(Q = (0, 2pi√
3
)), that is favorable for intermediate doping and J/t [5, 6].
In Fig. 3 we show the energy per site of the three phases as a function of hole doping, calculated for a large
cluster (N = 30000 sites) that represents the thermodynamic limit. It can be seen that, at the mean-field level,
the ferromagnetic phase is the ground state for all the doping range considered, although the 120◦ Ne´el order has a
very close energy for doping δ <∼ 0.05. The collinear stripe phase always has a much larger energy, and so it is not
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phases, for J = 0 and t < 0 in the triangular lattice.
stabilized by the kinetic energy alone. It should be stressed that after an exhaustive search for solutions of the mean-
field equations for finite doping, we have always found that the ferromagnetic phase is the ground state. In the case of
only one hole doped away half-filling, we will show in the next section that the ferromagnetic phase is degenerate with
the 120◦ Ne´el order. The energy of both phases is EMF = −3t; while this is the exact ferromagnetic phase energy, it
is clearly rather above the exact 120◦ Ne´el phase energy found by our DMRG calculations and exact diagonalization
[7]. It is worthy to note that, once J/t > 0, the 120◦ Ne´el state is strongly favored over the ferromagnetic one [5],
because the exchange interaction select the 120◦ magnetic pattern in the triangular lattice [8].
For t < 0, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that the ferromagnetic phase is also the ground state for all doping, but now
its energy is well separated from the energies of the other phases considered (120◦ Ne´el phase and a representative
spiral phase, with magnetic wave vector Q = (2pi3 , 0)). For negative t Nagaoka’s theorem is valid, and it is believed
that ferromagnetism is very stable for further doping [9].
So, for t > 0 and J = 0, the mean-field approximation does not capture that 120◦ Ne´el order is the unique ground
state, as it is degenerate with the ferromagnetic phase. This failure has to do with the mean-field character of the
approach, in which we approximate the actual many-body problem by one-body terms. From previous experience
[8, 10, 11], we expect that the inclusion of Gaussian fluctuations above the mean-field solutions will put the slave-
fermion predictions in consonance with our DMRG and exact diagonalization [7] results, lowering the 120◦ Ne´el energy
while leaving unchanged the already exact ferromagnetic energy.
For the t− J model on the square lattice with first and second neighbor hoppings, with JR = 0 and |t1| = |t2|, we
obtained analogous results to the triangular lattice. For t2 < 0, the ferromagnetic phase is clearly the ground state,
in accordance with the Nagaoka’s theorem. For t2 > 0, although the ferromagnetic phase is the ground state for all
doping considered (δ < 0.40), its energy is very close to the energy of the usual Q = (π, π) Ne´el state, being both
states degenerate for one hole doped away half-filling. Again, this result does not agree with the DMRG prediction
of a unique antiferromagnetic ground state.
Although the mean-field theory fails to obtain the correct antiferromagnetic ground states for J = 0, in the next
section we argue that it is a very helpful approach to elucidate the physical mechanism behind the phenomenon of
kinetic antiferromagnetism.
RELEASE OF KINETIC ENERGY FRUSTRATION
In this section we limit ourselves to the case of one hole doped, relevant for our work. We analyze why the 120◦
Ne´el order (Q = (π, π)) is one of the ground states, along with the ferromagnetic one, of the mean field Hamiltonian
(6) for the triangular lattice (square lattice). The answer lies in the release of the hole kinetic energy frustration
thanks to the hole motion on the antiferromagnetic background, and we believe that this mechanism can be used to
interpret the kinetic antiferromagnetism. In the one hole case, the ground state energy of the system corresponds
9to the energy of the bottom of the hole dispersion, εfk (7). This energy dispersion is a tight-binding like, with the
hopping terms tR renormalized by the ferromagnetic mean-field parameter BR : tR → teffR = tRBR. On one hand,
this renormalization can induce a spin-Berry phase, while, on the other hand, it could lead to the vanishing of the
hopping amplitude between certain neighbor sites. Although, the mechanism is the same for both lattices, the details
differ, so we analyze each case separately.
Triangular lattice
In the triangular lattice, the hole dispersion (7) reads
εfk = 4t
[
B1 cos kx + B2 cos
(
kx
2
+
√
3ky
2
)
+B3 cos
(
−kx
2
+
√
3ky
2
)]
, (9)
where the parameters Bi’s correspond to the neighbors R1 = (1, 0), R2 = (
1
2 ,
√
3
2 ), and R3 = (− 12 ,
√
3
2 ).
For J = 0, the analysis of the mean-field equations shows that the BR parameters take their classical values,
BR =
1
2 cos
QR
2 [2, 12]. So, for the ferromagnetic phase, Q = (0, 0), the hole dispersion takes the form
εferrofk = 2t
[
cos kx + 2 cos
kx
2
cos
√
3ky
2
]
, (10)
while for the 120◦ Ne´el order, Q =
(
4pi
3 , 0
)
,
ε120
◦
fk = t
[
− cos kx + 2 cos kx
2
cos
√
3ky
2
]
. (11)
The minimum and maximum (maximum and minimum) of the ferromagnetic energy dispersion occur at the mo-
menta k = (2pi3 ,
2pi√
3
) and (0, 0), respectively, for t > 0 (t < 0):
εf,( 2pi
3
, 2pi√
3
) = −3t
εf,(0,0) = 6t
As a consequence, the hole motion is frustrated (unfrustrated) for t > 0 (t < 0).
For the 120◦ Ne´el phase, the minimum and maximum (maximum and minimum) now occur at the momenta k =
(0, 2pi√
3
) and (± 2pi3 , 0), respectively, for t > 0 (t < 0).
εf,(0, 2pi√
3
) = −3t
εf,(± 2pi
3
,0) =
3t
2
In the 120◦ Ne´el phase, on one hand, the hole dispersion bandwidth is halved. This results from the fact that the
effective hopping teffR between sites i and i + R is proportional, through the modulus of BR, to the overlap of the
spin wavefunctions pointing in the direction of the local magnetization at each site, similar to what happens in the
double exchange mechanism [13], teffR ∝ cos ϕR2 where ϕR is the angle between spins at sites i and i + R. On the
other hand, the negative sign acquired by the B1 parameter turns upside down the hole dispersion with respect to
the ferromagnetic case.
As the energy of t − J model, with J = 0 and one hole doped away half-filling, coincides with the bottom of the
hole dispersion energy, for t < 0 the ferromagnetic phase is the ground state, with a significantly lower energy than
the 120◦ Ne´el state. The mean-field approximation gets the exact ground state energy, Eferro = −6|t|, and it satisfies
Nagaoka’s theorem. As it is shown in Fig. (4) ferromagnetism clearly prevails for further doping. In contrast, for
t > 0, the hole motion in the ferromagnetic state is frustrated, while the kinetic energy frustration is released in the
120◦ state thanks to the negative B1 parameter. At the mean-field level this release gives rise to the degeneracy of the
ferromagnetic and the 120◦ Ne´el phases. While the mean-field ferromagnetic energy is the exact one (Eferro = −3t),
the mean-field energy of the 120◦ state is approximate, and it is necessary to use more sophisticated techniques
beyond mean-field, like the DMRG computations we perform in our work or the exact diagonalization by Haerter
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and Shastry [7], to capture the stabilization of the 120◦ phase over the ferromagnetic one. It is worth to notice that
the energy difference between the ferromagnetic and the 120◦ phases computed by DMRG, ∆E = 1.178t, is relatively
large (∼ 40% of the ferromagnetic energy), indicating that many-body effects beyond mean-field are really important.
In spite of this discrepancy of the mean-field approximation, we believe that it is a very helpful approach because
we can extract from it the main ingredient of the physical mechanism that gives rise to the kinetic antiferromagnetism
in these extremely correlated systems: in kinetically frustrated situations –when Nagaoka’s theorem is not valid–, the
kinetic frustration can be released if the hole moves in certain antiferromagnetic backgrounds, lowering its energy
with respect to the ferromagnetic state (when quantum fluctuations beyond mean-field are considered).
The sum of the (complex) phases of the BR parameters around a closed loop is the spin-Berry phase acquired by
the hole when it runs through the loop, and it is also half the solid angle subtended by the spins on the loop [14].
While in the ferromagnetic phase (like in any collinear phase) the subtended solid angle vanishes, in the 120◦ Ne´el
phase this angle is 2π for each unit triangle, and its associated spin-Berry phase is π (related to the negative sign of
B1 [15]). So, we can summarize that in the triangular lattice the mechanism of kinetic antiferromagnetism consists
in the release of the kinetic frustration by means of the spin-Berry phase acquired by the hole as it moves along the
120◦ magnetic pattern.
Square lattice with |t1| = |t2|
In the square lattice with hopping terms to first and second neighbors, the hole dispersion (7) is
εfk = 4t1 [B1 cos kx +B2 cos ky ] + 4t2 [B3 cos (kx + ky) +B4 cos (−kx + ky)] , (12)
where the Bi’s parameters correspond to the first neighbors R1 = (1, 0) and R2 = (0, 1), and to the second neighbors,
R3 = (1, 1) and R4 = (−1, 1).
In the ferromagnetic phase, again BR = 1/2 for all R [12], and the hole dispersion becomes
εferrofk = 2t1 [cos kx + cos ky] + 4t2 cos kx cos ky. (13)
As the t1 sign is irrelevant, we take t1 > 0 in the following. For |t2| = t1, the minimum (maximum) of the
ferromagnetic energy dispersion occurs at the momenta, k = (π, 0) or (0, π) (k = (0, 0)) for t2 > 0 :
εf,(pi,0)or(0,pi) = −4t2,
εf,(0,0) = 4t1 + 4t2;
while for t2 < 0 the minimum (maximum) occurs at the momenta k = (π, π) (k = (π, 0) or (0, π)):
εf,(pi,pi) = −4t1 + 4t2,
εf,(pi,0)or(0,pi) = −4t2,
As a consequence, the hole motion in the ferromagnetic background is frustrated (unfrustrated) for t2 > 0 (t2 < 0).
For the Q = (π, π) Ne´el phase, the first neighbor BR parameters vanish identically because of the antiparallel
orientation of the spins, while B3 = − 12 and B4 = 12 . Therefore, the hole dispersion is
ε
(pi,pi)
fk = 4t2 sinkx sin ky. (14)
As it is well known for this kind of mean-field approximations, the holes can only propagate along the ferromagnetic
sublattices. The minimum and maximum (maximum and minimum) of the hole dispersion now are located at momenta
k = ± (pi2 ,−pi2 ) and k = ± (pi2 , pi2 ), respectively, for t2 > 0 (t2 < 0), with
εf,±(pi
2
,−pi
2
) = −4t2,
εf,±(pi
2
,pi
2
) = 4t2.
For t2 < 0, the unique ground state of the t − J model, with J = 0 and one-hole doped away half-filling, is the
ferromagnetic phase, with the optimal kinetic energy Eferro = −8|t1|, well separated from the Ne´el phase energy
(ENeelMF = −4|t1|). As in the triangular case, the mean-field approximation gives the exact ground state energy and
satisfies Nagaoka’s theorem.
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For t2 > 0 the ferromagnetic and Ne´el states are degenerate at the mean field level (E
ferro = ENeelMF = −4|t1|).
As in the triangular case, the ferromagnetic phase mean-field energy is the exact one, while the mean-field Ne´el
energy is approximate. Our DMRG computations shows that the Ne´el phase is the true ground state, with an energy
ENeel = −4.848|t1|, well below the mean-field value.
In the square lattice model, we can also conclude that the origin of the kinetic antiferromagnetism is intimately
related with the release of the kinetic energy frustration in the Ne´el phase. In this case, the kinetic frustration release
is caused by the vanishing of the frustrating first neighbor hopping amplitudes in the Q = (π, π) Ne´el state, and not
by the appearance of a non-trivial spin-Berry phase like in the triangular lattice.
Other lattices
So far, we have found two examples where if the t−J model with J = 0 –equivalently, the U =∞ Hubbard model–
is kinetically frustrated, there is a ground state degeneracy between a determined antiferromagnetic state and the
ferromagnetic one at the mean field level. The selected antiferromagnetic state is the one which allows the release of
the kinetic frustration. Our DMRG calculations allow us to affirm that in these cases, the antiferromagnetic state is
the true ground state of the model, indicating that the phenomenon of kinetic antiferromagnetism seems to be quite
ubiquitous in kinetically frustrated systems. Here, we briefly extend this kind of reasoning to other systems.
• We consider the mean-field analysis for the square lattice model with arbitrary t2/t1. We find that for any
negative t2 there is no kinetic frustration and, therefore, the Nagaoka ferromagnetic state is the unique ground
state. On the other hand, for positive t2 there is kinetic frustration. If t2 > |t1|/2 (t1 sign is irrelevant) the
usual (π, π) Ne´el and the ferromagnetic states are degenerate, while if t2 < |t1|/2 the ferromagnetic phase is
the only ground state, with an energy difference relative to the Ne´el phase, ∆E ≡ E(pi,pi)MF − Eferro = 2|t1| − 4t2.
Based in the previous examples, we expect that, in an exact calculation, the (π, π) Ne´el phase will be the (only)
ground state for t2 > |t1|/2. We can push further our prediction: the ferromagnetic energy is the exact one,
while the antiferromagnetic energy can still decrease if we go beyond the mean-field approximation, and taking
into account that previous DMRG computations give energy differences between the antiferromagnetic and the
ferromagnetic states of the order of |t1|, we propose that the Ne´el state will be the ground state as long as
∆E <∼ |t1|, that is, for t2 >∼ |t1|/4. Our preliminary DMRG results confirm this prediction, as we find that for
t2/|t1| >∼ 0.3 the ground state has (π, π) Ne´el order, while for t2/|t1| <∼ 0.3 the ground state is ferromagnetic.
• The anisotropic triangular lattice has hopping t along the ±R1 = ±(1, 0) vectors, and t′ along the ±R2 =
±(12 ,
√
3
2 ) and ±R3 = ±(− 12 ,
√
3
2 ) vectors. For negative t, independently of the t
′ sign, the system is kinetically
unfrustrated and the mean-field approach yields a ferromagnetic ground state, with an energy well separated
from the antiferromagnetic phases. For positive t, the kinetic energy is frustrated, and we find two different
mean-field regimes: i) for t > |t′|/2 the ferromagnetic state is degenerate with a spiral phase characterized
by a wave vector Q = (Q, 0), with Q going continuously from 0 (|t′| = 2t) to 2π (t′ = 0); ii) for t < |t′|/2
the ferromagnetic phase is the only ground state. Drawing on arguments similar to those put forward in the
t1− t2 square lattice model, we expect a kinetic antiferromagnetic ground state for t >∼ |t′|/4 and a ground state
with ferromagnetic order for t <∼ |t
′|
4 . Preliminary DMRG results confirm again this prediction, but the wave
vector of the antiferromagnetic phases are different from the mean-field ones. DMRG yield a 120◦ Ne´el order
for t >∼ |t′|/2, while Q = (Q, 0) for t <∼ |t′|/2 with Q going from Q = 4π/3 (t ∼ |t′|/2) to Q = 0 (t ∼ |t′|/4).
The prevalence of the 120◦ Ne´el phase would indicate that this order optimize the release of the kinetic energy
frustration, but more work is needed to assert this affirmation.
• Finally we consider the U = ∞ Hubbard model on the kagome´ lattice. For negative t there is no kinetic
frustration, and the mean-field recovers the exact Nagaoka ground state, while for positive t we find that
the ferromagnetic phase is degenerate with mean-field 120◦ magnetic orders, like the
√
3 × √3 and q = 0
states [16]. We speculate that, at the mean-field level, any state that obeys the condition of zero total spin
at each triangle, that is, any classical ground state of the kagome´ Heisenberg model, will be degenerate in
energy with the ferromagnetic phase. We leave for future investigations the very interesting analysis of kinetic
antiferromagnetism on the kagome´ lattice.
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